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We present an in depth analysis of the transient events, or glitches, detected at a rate of about one per day
in the differential acceleration data of LISA Pathfinder. We show that these glitches fall in two rather
distinct categories: fast transients in the interferometric motion readout on one side, and true force transient
events on the other. The former are fast and rare in ordinary conditions. The second may last from seconds
to hours and constitute the majority of the glitches. We present an analysis of the physical and statistical
properties of both categories, including a cross-analysis with other time series like magnetic fields,
temperature, and other dynamical variables. Based on these analyses we discuss the possible sources of the
force glitches and identify the most likely, among which the outgassing environment surrounding the test-
masses stands out. We discuss the impact of these findings on the LISA design and operation, and some risk
mitigation measures, including experimental studies that may be conducted on the ground, aimed at
clarifying some of the questions left open by our analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TheEuropeanSpaceAgency (ESA) launched andoperated
the LISA Pathfinder (LPF) mission [1,2] between December
2015 and July 2017. The scientific goal of LPF was to
demonstrate that parasitic forces on a testmass, to be used as a
geodesic reference in the future LISA gravitational wave
observatory [3], may be suppressed below the required level.
To that aim, the mission carried a miniature version of

one of the LISA interferometric arms, that is, two kilogram-
size free-orbiting test masses, separated by a few tens of
centimeters, and an interferometric readout measuring their
relative acceleration along the line joining their respective
centers of mass.
The mission surpassed its goals and found that the

acceleration due to parasitic forces had a power spectral
density (PSD) better than LISA requirements across the
entire observational frequency band ½20 μHz; 1 Hz� [1].
Acceleration noise was found to be stationary over the

week-long measurement runs, allowing a consistent PSD
estimation. In addition, the measured PSD was found to be

rather stable over the more than one year duration of the
mission science operations, except for the decrease of the
Brownian noise following the corresponding decrease of
the pressure surrounding the test masses [1].
Besides this quasistationary noise, the acceleration data

series also contained isolated events with different shapes
and amplitudes which we call glitches. These events are de
facto signals and can be modeled and subtracted from the
data, a procedure which is essential, at least for the most
energetic ones, to get a consistent estimate of the PSD of the
underlying quasistationary noise over the entire data series.
The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive

description of glitches, an analysis of their physical proper-
ties, and finally a discussion of the possible physical
sources. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we show the experimental layout and the measured data
series. In Sec. III, we provide a description of the glitch
detection and parameter estimation techniques. In Sec. IV,
we give the main features of glitch parameter statistics. In
Sec. V, we present the results of a coincidence analysis with
other auxiliary data series. Finally, in Sec. VI, we describe
possible mechanisms for glitch generation and the like-
lihood of each. The mechanisms include (a) platform
accelerations, (b) thermal effects, (c) gravitational signals,
(d) magnetic forces, (e) electrostatic forces, and (f) outgas-
sing. We discuss each possible source, and, while there is
no conclusive evidence, find that outgassing events could
lead to signals with similar properties to the measured ones.
In the conclusions, Sec. VII, we discuss the implications of
these findings for the LISA mission.

II. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE
EXPERIMENT

A. The LISA technology package

The instrument flown on LPF, the LISA Technology
Package (LTP), has been described in detail in [4]. Here we
summarize its essential features.
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The LTP, depicted in Fig. 1, carried two cubic Au-Pt test
masses each with a mass of 1.928 kg and size 46 mm.
During operation these test masses had no mechanical
contact with their surroundings, and were free falling, each
one at the center of a housing leaving 3 to 4 mm clearance
gaps to the faces of the test mass. Each of these electrode
housings carried a series of electrodes facing all faces of
the respective test mass. These electrodes were used for
two purposes. First they were part of a capacitive sensor
of the motion of the test mass relative to its housing, for
all degrees of freedom. Second, they were used to apply
feedback electrostatic forces and torques to the test mass,
whenever needed.
The main sensor for the relative motion of the test masses

was a heterodyne laser interferometric system, called the
optical metrology system (OMS) [5]. For the purpose of
this paper it is important to recall that the interferometer
measured six different degrees of freedom: the relative
displacement ΔxðtÞ between the test masses along the
sensitive x-axis, joining their respective centers of mass;
the relative displacement x1ðtÞ along the x-axis of one of
the test mass, called TM1, relative to the interferometer
optical bench and, as a consequence, also relative to the
spacecraft; the two angles of rotation ηðtÞ and ϕðtÞ for both
test masses, around the y-axis and z-axis, respectively.
These six test mass degrees of freedom, and also the
remaining six, were also measured at all times by the
capacitive sensors [6]. However the interferometric readout
was approximately three orders of magnitude more sensi-
tive than the capacitive one for all degrees of freedom for

which they were both available. All the measurements
above have a sampling rate of 10 Hz.
Each electrode housing, with its respective test mass,

was hosted inside a vacuum chamber that was vented to
space via a dedicated valve. The chamber was needed to
handle the vacuum on ground, and because the outgassing
within the spacecraft once in orbit was too large to achieve
the desired vacuum level around the test masses. Thus the
chamber was evacuated and sealed on ground and then,
once on orbit, vented to space via a dedicated duct. In what
follows we call the gravitational reference sensor (GRS) the
system of the test mass, its electrode housing and vacuum
chamber, and all related accessories.
Besides the measurement of the test mass motion, other

physical quantities have been measured throughout the
mission. In particular we measured: the magnetic field
vector at various locations, via a dedicated set of magne-
tometers [7]; the temperature at various critical locations,
via a dedicated set of thermistors [8]; the cosmic ray flux
with a radiation monitor [9,10]; finally, two additional
interferometric readouts, one monitoring frequency fluctu-
ations and the other one monitoring common mode noise
sources as a Ref. [5]. The reference interferometer time
series has therefore been subtracted from the Δx, x1 and
frequency interferometer time series.

B. Dynamical controls and data series formation

LPF was a controlled dynamical system consisting of
the spacecraft and the two test masses. More specifically,
the spacecraft was forced to follow one of the test masses
(TM1) along x via an active control loop, using the
spacecraft cold gas microthrusters as actuators [11], known
as drag-free control.
The test mass rotation along ϕ and η was kept fixed

relative to the spacecraft by an active loop using electro-
static torques. These torques were applied via the above
mentioned electrodes.
No force was applied along x on TM1, while a control

loop (electrostatic suspension) kept the distance between
the two test masses nominally fixed, by applying a suitable
electrostatic force along x on the other test mass (TM2).
All other degrees of freedom were also controlled, but the
details are not relevant here.
As the distance between the test masses was actively

controlled, the out-of-the-loop differential disturbance
force per unit mass acting on the test masses, Δge, could
not be identified with the in-loop relative acceleration
measurement Δẍ [2]. This acceleration, which was esti-
mated numerically [12], on the contrary had to be corrected
for the known applied feedback forces per unit mass
gcðtÞ [2].
In addition, acceleration data series were also corrected

for the following effects.
(i) Measured inertial forces per unit mass due to

spacecraft rotation giðtÞ, which include the specific

FIG. 1. Rendering of the LISA Technology Package. The
rendering shows the two test-masses hosted inside their respec-
tive electrode-housings (some of the electrodes are not repre-
sented), and the vacuum chambers enclosing both test-masses and
electrode housings. The picture also shows the high stability
optical bench hosting all interferometric readouts, and many other
features of the instrument, launch lock, UV-light based test-mass
neutralizer, etc. that are not relevant here. [Copyright: ESA=ATG
medialab].
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centrifugal force and the apparent angular acceler-
ation [1]. These effects will not be relevant for LISA.

(ii) The forces per unit mass generated by the motion of
the test masses through static force gradients in the
spacecraft, as LISA data can also be corrected for
those. Such force acting on TMi is well approxi-
mated by the linear model−ω2

i xi, as described in [1].
(iii) The spurious pick up gCTðtÞ of spacecraft motion

along different degrees of freedom, due to cross-talk
[13,14], which also includes the pick-up of the
common mode motion of the test masses, described
by a term δx1 ẍ1.

Thus the out-of-the-loop, differential force per unit mass
data series used in the following analyses, can be written as:

ΔgðtÞ ¼ ΔẍOMSðtÞ þ ω2
2ΔxOMSðtÞ þ ðω2

2 − ω2
1Þx1;OMSðtÞ

− gcðtÞ − giðtÞ − gCTðtÞ: ð1Þ

Note that, in Eq. (1), we have attached the suffix OMS to all
coordinates, to indicate that these have been measured by
the relevant interferometers, and not by the capacitive
sensors. For these we will use the GRS suffix. Note also
that all the ω’s above, as well as δx1 , have been measured
in dedicated calibration experiments [13]. In particular
ω2
2 ≈ −4.5 × 10−7 s−2 is negative, while the differential

stiffness ðω2
2 − ω2

1Þ is roughly 20 times smaller and thus
neglected in this discussion here.
ΔgðtÞ in Eq. (1) is our best estimate for ΔgeðtÞ. However

the series is corrupted by any disturbance nOMSðtÞ,
random noise or spurious signal, affecting the differential
interferometer readout ΔxOMS. Such disturbance enters
into ΔgðtÞ in Eq. (1), both through ΔẍOMSðtÞ, and through
ω2
2ΔxOMSðtÞ. Thus, the residual noise in Δg can be

evaluated:

Δg ¼ ΔgeðtÞ þ n̈OMSðtÞ þ ω2
2nOMSðtÞ: ð2Þ

For the sake of the following discussion, it is important
to note the following.

(i) The suspension control loop has significant gain
only at low frequency, with a 3 dB cutoff at about
4 mHz. Thus −gcðtÞ becomes a good representation
of ΔgeðtÞ þ n̈OMSðtÞ þ ω2

2nOMSðtÞ for signals at
mHz and below, while in the opposite limit, it is
ΔẍOMS that mostly contributes to ΔgðtÞ.

(ii) Δg measures the difference between the forces
acting on the two test masses along x. Thus there
is no way of discriminating the contributions of the
individual test mass forces; for instance the differ-
ential acceleration could be entirely caused by force
on one test mass or the other.

(iii) Δg > 0 corresponds to a force pushing the test
masses one toward the other.

C. Data runs

The data we consider here are made of uninterrupted
runs during which the test masses and the satellite were in
steady control conditions, with no purposely applied
stimulus of any nature.1 We have analyzed data from the
three different kind of runs listed below.
(1) The week-long runs, with physical conditions

adjusted to reach the lowest noise level, which
we used to estimate the quasistationary noise PSD
[2]. During the majority of these runs, the temper-
ature of the LTP was kept at about 22 °C. However
in two of these runs the temperature was lowered
to about 11 °C, to decrease the outgassing rate and
hence pressure and Brownian noise. One of these
is the best noise performance run of February
2017 [1].

(2) Shorter runs, with operating conditions slightly
different from those used to achieve the best noise
performance, but still with low noise and quasista-
tionary behavior. These also include runs during
which the spacecraft control used an alternative set
of micro-thrusters, based on colloidal propellants. In
these runs the noise performance was slightly worse
than in the low noise runs [15]. Runs in 1 and 2
include a total measurement time of 138.4 d.

(3) A set of runs of lower stability, the origin of which
we describe as follows. In May 2017, in an attempt
to further decrease pressure, we lowered the temper-
ature to about 0 °C, a value outside the nominal
operating range of the instrument. The instrument
entered into a rather unstable state, with a rate of
glitches so high as to make the estimate of the
background noise meaningless below ∼1 mHz.
When the temperature was raised again to 11 °C,
the instrument went back to its ordinary behavior.
These runs lasted a total of 11.9 d.

In the rest of the paper we call the runs in 1 and 2 ordinary
runs, and those in 3, at about 0 °C, cold runs.

III. GLITCH DETECTION AND PARAMETER
ESTIMATION

Glitches were detected as localized signals in the ΔgðtÞ
data series, emerging from noise after some data pre-
processing. They fall in two broad categories: impulse
carrying glitches, and high frequency, low-impulse
glitches. The detection method and the parameters we
estimate are different for the two categories. We describe
both in the following.

1Only in one these, a two day long run, a small sinusoidal
signal of less than 100 fN amplitude was injected in the
suspension control loop to calibrate its force authority. Its effect
on Δg was negligible.
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A. Impulse-carrying glitches

The first category includes 432 signals (98 in ordinary
runs, 334 in cold runs) that carry significant total impulse
per unit mass Δv ¼ R∞

0 ΔgðtÞdt.
Note that Δv is also the zero-frequency limit of Fourier

transform of the Δg signal. Thus these signals have
significant energy within the low frequency band of the
control loop, and hence show up also as features within the
feedback force data series gcðtÞ.
We manually detected glitches of this kind by first

filtering the data with a low-pass, finite impulse response
filter, consisting of a 100 s-long Blackman-Harris window
with an effective roll-off frequency at 10 mHz.
The filter suppressed the intense high frequency noise

coming from the double time derivative of the interferom-
eter readout noise, and made the glitch fairly visible above
the remaining noise within some continuous stretch of the
ΔgðtÞ data series, that we call the glitch stretch.
Subsequently, for each glitch, a polynomial was fitted to

the data in two 1000 s long stretches, one immediately
preceding the glitch stretch, and the other immediately
following it. The polynomial was of first order for glitch
stretches shorter than 1000 s (see later for the definition of
duration), and of second order for longer glitches. The best-
fit polynomial was then subtracted from the data. The result
of this procedure, for one of the longest glitches, is shown
in Fig. 2, left panel.
Such background subtraction was necessary to get rid of

the long term drift that affected all data, mostly due to the
gravitational signal from propellant tank depletion and long
term temperature variations. The use of a second order
polynomial for the longest glitches was able to accom-
modate some drift rate variation over many hours duration.
To these pre-processed data, we fitted a simple signal

template (described further down) in the time domain,

properly low-passed with the same filter used for the data
(see Fig. 2). For ordinary runs, the main purpose of such
fitting was to remove the glitch from the data. This allowed
us to estimate the PSD of the underlying noise on the entire
data series, thus reaching the lowest attainable frequencies.
To this aim, we subtracted the unfiltered version of the best
fit signal hðtÞ from the native ΔgðtÞ time series.
For ordinary runs, the procedure was indeed quite

effective [1], leaving a residual time series with the same
PSD, within errors, as that of the series from which the
glitch stretch was simply removed. This comparison is only
possible down to the lowest frequency that could be
attained with both time series (see Fig. 3).
For cold runs the data series were rather complex, with

very short time intervals between glitches and quite a
number of overlapping ones. Such complexity reduced the

FIG. 2. Left: example of an impulse carrying glitch. The picture shows: (green) the native data after low-pass filtering and background
subtraction; (orange) the fitting template; (gray) the residual after subtraction of the template. Right: example of a fast, low impulse
glitch. The figure shows data after the 0.5 Hz low-pass filtering.

FIG. 3. Amplitude spectral density (ASD) S1=2Δg ðfÞ of quasista-
tionary noise, vs the frequency f, of the best noise run of
February 2017. Green data points: ASD of glitch-free stretches
only. Orange data points: ASD of residuals after glitch removal.
Errors represent 68% confidence intervals.
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quality of the fitting and did not allow for glitch subtraction
to any level useful for PSD estimation below 1 mHz.
Nevertheless the fit allowed estimating the glitch key
parameters (see below).
Of 432 events, 48 were fitted to the heuristic template [1]:

h2ðtÞ ¼
Δv

τ1 − τ2
ðe−t0=τ1 − e−t

0=τ2ÞΘðt0Þ; t0 ¼ t − t0; ð3Þ

Here: t0 is the glitch occurrence time; ΘðtÞ is the Heaviside
step function; the decay time is set by the larger of the time
constants τ1 and τ2, while the rise time by the shorter of the
two; finally,Δv is the total transferred impulse per unit mass.
For 384 of the 432 glitches, the template in Eq. (3)

simplified to its limit2 for τ1 → τ2 → τ:

h1ðtÞ ¼
Δv
τ2

t0e−t0=τΘðt0Þ; t0 ¼ t − t0 ð4Þ

Two exceptional glitches, the longest ones and both in
ordinary runs, required a third exponential function

h3ðtÞ ¼ Δv
�

τ1e−t
0=τ1

ðτ1 − τ2Þðτ1 − τ3Þ
þ τ2e−t

0=τ2

ðτ2 − τ3Þðτ2 − τ1Þ

þ τ3e−t
0=τ3

ðτ3 − τ1Þðτ3 − τ2Þ
�
Θðt0Þ; t0 ¼ t − t0; ð5Þ

to account for some fine structure of the glitch onset, and to
allow for good quality glitch subtraction.
For all templates above, and for the glitches fitted to

them, hðtÞ never crosses the level hðtÞ ¼ 0. We found 3
glitches that still carry a significant impulse, but, contrary
to the others, do cross hðtÞ ¼ 0 during their evolution, even
though only once. These glitches are fitted to

hcðtÞ ¼ h2ðtÞ þ τd _h2ðtÞ; ð6Þ

with τd a constant that can have any sign.
Note that all templates above and their related glitches

leave no net step in the Δg data series after glitch
subtraction, as the glitch signal goes to 0 at both its ends.
Given the nonoptimal nature of a time domain fit in

colored noise, we have not performed any dedicated
goodness-of-fit test, besides the check on the PSD of
residuals. In particular we have not made any systematic
comparison among different templates. Actually in some
cases, for the shortest glitches of smaller amplitude, a fit
with a filtered version of a Dirac delta or with a simple
exponential gave comparable results.
In addition to allowing for glitch removal, the fitting also

allowed us to estimate the values of all template parameters
and their errors, as described in Appendix A. From these

parameter values, for the sake of further analysis, we also
calculated an effective duration Δ for the templates in
Eqs. (3)–(5) as the time interval following t0 in which there
is 99% of its signal energy, defined as

R
t
0 h

2ðt0Þdt0. In the
simplest case of Eq. (4), this corresponds to Δ ∼ 4.20τ. For
the template in Eq. (6) we define the duration as that of
h2ðtÞ in that same equation.

B. Fast, low-impulse glitches

A second population of glitches, which included 4
glitches in ordinary runs and 152 in cold runs, is charac-
terized by short duration and minimal total impulse.
Specifically,

(i) The overall duration of the glitch is compatible,
within errors, with that of the convolution of the
impulse response of the filter used to estimate the
second time derivative, with that of the low-pass
filter.

(ii) They carry no significant impulse (per unit mass)
Δvglitch ¼

R
∞
0 ΔgðtÞdt (see Sec. IV B). As a conse-

quence, they show no detectable counterpart in the
feedback force time series gcðtÞ.

(iii) They are detected in the data after low-pass filtering
with a filter (Blackman-Harris, 2 s long) with a roll-
off frequency of ≃0.5 Hz, i.e., significantly higher
than that used for the other category of glitches.
Actually, the majority shows up with no filtering
at all.

Of the 4 glitches of this kind observed in ordinary runs,
2 were well subtracted from the data by fitting them to the
filtered version of the second time derivative of a step in the
Δx time series. As expected, given the high frequency nature
and the lack of impulse, the subtraction had no detectable
effect on the PSD. Given such a negligible impact on the
data, the 2 remaining glitches that were discovered in a
second search were neither fitted nor subtracted.
This kind of glitch was not subtracted from cold runs data

either, as the fitting turned out to be unfeasible in most of the
cases. Thus, for the sake of the following analysis, for all
glitches in this category we will only consider the impulse
Δvglitch and the time of occurrence, defined as the time when
ΔgðtÞ reaches the maximum of its absolute value.

C. Other spurious signals in the data

In addition to the glitches described above, we found a
few signals in Δg caused by the impact of the spacecraft
with micrometeoroids. The impact caused a well identified
acceleration of the spacecraft [17]. As mentioned in
Sec. II B, ΔgðtÞ has been corrected for the acceleration
of the spacecraft. However, for the most energetic events a
residual signal was still found in the data due to calibration
errors. Glitches of this kind are well understood and could
have been suppressed by a better calibration. Thus we are
not going to discuss them here any further.

2Note that this template corresponds to the first-order shapelet
considered in [16].
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We will also not discuss spikes in the data, some of
which were periodic, observed upon operation of particular
devices and that could be reproducibly suppressed by
turning their source off.

IV. GLITCH PARAMETER STATISTICS

We have performed a statistical analysis of the observed
glitch parameters. In the following we give the results of
such analysis, separately for the different glitch categories.

A. Impulse-carrying glitches

In this section we present the main statistical features
of the glitches that are fitted to the models of Eqs. (3)–(5).
We only briefly discuss at the end the properties of the few
glitches fitted to Eq. (6).

1. Occurrence rate and waiting time

Figure 4 shows the histograms of the waiting time ΔT
between impulse-carrying glitches for both ordinary and
cold runs. ΔT is defined as either the time between two
subsequent glitches, the vast majority of the samples, or the
time between the starting moment of the run and the first
glitch, relevant for very short runs with few glitches.
For both ordinary and cold runs, the result of a Lilliefors

test [18] is compatible with ΔT being exponentially distrib-
uted. Data for ordinary runs are well fitted to an exponential
distribution with average rate λ ¼ 0.96þ0.11

−0.09 d−1 (3).
Bayesian rate estimation is described in Appendix B.
Data for the cold runs, and for ΔT ≤ 0.2 d, are also

compatible with an exponential distribution with λ ¼
32þ2

−2 d−1. However the distribution shows a clear excess
tail for longer times, amounting to some excess counts at
longer times, see Fig. 4, originating from data taken at
different temperatures (see below).
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the rate for ordinary

runs over the course of the mission, which is consistent
with a time independent value.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the rate λ and of the

system temperature TLTP during cold runs. The reported
temperature is that of the bay that contained the LTP, as the
readout electronics for all thermometers on the LTP itself
saturated at about 8 °C.
Note that the rate variations of Fig. 6 fully explain the

few excess counts at longer waiting times in the cold runs
histogram of Fig. 4.

2. Impulse and duration

Figure 7 shows the impulse and the duration of
all glitches that are fitted to the templates in any of
Eqs. (3)–(5). For reference the figure reports, for any given
duration, also the amplitude of a glitch, well fitted to the
template of Eq. (4) that would have jΔvj=σΔv ≡ SNR ¼ 3.
Here σΔv is the error on Δv, and SNR stands for signal-to-
noise ratio. For ordinary runs, the line refers to the
sensitivity of the February 2017 run, and is then a lower
limit for the other, less sensitive runs.
In addition, Fig. 8 gives separately the time evolution of

jΔvj and Δ for the glitches in ordinary runs.

FIG. 4. Histogram of the waiting time ΔT for ordinary runs
(orange) and cold runs (blue). Straight lines, and associated
shadowed areas, represent, respectively, the Bayesian fit to an
exponential distribution, and the corresponding 68% confidence
interval. For the cold runs, the fit is limited to data with
ΔT ≤ 0.2 d. The rates from the Bayesian estimation for ordinary
runs, and cold runs with ΔT ≤ 0.2 d, are, respectively, λ ¼
0.96þ0.11

−0.09 d−1 and λ ¼ 32þ2
−2 d−1.

FIG. 5. Glitch occurrence rate λ, during ordinary runs, vs time t
from launch, throughout the entire mission. Points are calculated
by grouping glitches observed during runs the start times of which
differ by less than a month. Vertical errors bars are Bayesian
estimates assuming exponential distribution, and corresponds to
68.3% (1σ) likelihood (see Appendix B). Horizontal error bars
correspond to the total duration of the considered epoch. The
dashed line, and the associated gray shaded area, represent,
respectively, the mean rate and its error from the Bayesian estimate.
The blue shaded area indicates the epoch of cold runs.

3This rate of λ ¼ 0.96þ0.11
−0.09 d−1 is apparently slightly higher

than that reported in our preliminary search [1] of
λ ¼ ð0.78� 0.02Þ d−1. We have traced back this apparent dis-
crepancy to the smaller subset of runs used in [1], and to a
mistake in reporting the error. The event rate estimated with the
current Bayesian analysis, at 68% confidence level on the same
subset of runs, gives λ ¼ 0.75þ0.13

−0.09 d−1, which is compatible with
the current estimation at ≃1σ.
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Figure 9 shows the histogram of their SNR, with its
evident lower bound at SNR ∼ 3.
For the sake of further discussion, we also report in

Fig. 10 the histogram of the absolute peak value jΔgmaxj for
the glitches in Fig. 7.

3. Zero-crossing glitches

The preceding figures do not include the 3 glitches that
are fitted to the template in Eq. (6). We summarize their
properties in Table I.

B. Fast, low-impulse glitches

As glitches of this category were rare in ordinary runs,
we limit our analysis to cold runs. Figure 11 in the upper
panel shows the histogram of the waiting time.
A Lilliefors test [18] for the exponential distribution on

such histogram fails, indicating some departure from

FIG. 7. Absolute impulse per unit mass jΔvj, and duration Δ, of impulse carrying glitches fitted to templates in Eqs. (3)–(5). Upper
left panel: the 81 positive impulse glitches observed during ordinary runs. Upper right panel: the 17 negative impulse glitches
observed during ordinary runs. Lower left panel: the 306 positive impulse glitches observed during cold runs. Lower right panel: the
28 negative impulse glitches observed during cold runs. For reference, the gray dashed line represents, for any given duration, the
amplitude of a glitch of the kind in Eq. (4) that would have SNR ¼ 3. In the two upper panels, SNR is calculated for the lowest noise
ordinary run of February 2017. In the lower panels, the line is calculated for the sensitivity of the cold runs. For a detailed analysis of
the glitch SNR, see Fig. 9.

FIG. 6. Glitch occurrence rate λ (left scale), and LTP bay
temperature (right scale), during cold runs, as a function of time
since the beginning of cooldown. Small temperature changes
before day 12 were the result of adjustments of heaters settings
aimed at stabilizing the system behavior. Reheating to ordinary
conditions started at day 12.
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Poisson statistics. Some subsets of the glitches show indeed
a marked clustering, especially near the beginning of the
reheating procedure.
We must note though that the mean rate was different at

different times during the cold runs, while the test assumes

a single global distribution. A test on subsets of the data
show that some subset is still compatible with an expo-
nential distribution.
Fig. 11 in the lower panel reports the histogram of the

impulse Δvglitch, estimated by numerically integrating the
short data stretch containing the glitch, normalized to its
estimated error Δvrms. We derive Δvrms, by performing the
same numerical integration used to estimate Δvglitch, on
random selected, glitch-free stretches of data, of same
length and within the same run.
The histogram is quantitatively compatible (p ¼ 0.23)

with a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom,
that is, with the hypothesis that Δvglitch is normally
distributed with zero mean and standard deviation equal
to Δvrms.

V. JOINT ANALYSIS WITH OTHER
TIME SERIES

In an attempt to understand the nature of glitches we
have analyzed some other data series that have been
measured synchronously with Δg throughout the mission.

FIG. 10. Histogram of peak amplitude jΔgmaxj for all glitches of
Fig. 7. The probability density is for the logarithm of the
amplitude.

TABLE I. Observed glitches corresponding to the template in
Eq. (6). Values above the double horizontal line refer to ordinary
runs. Values below that same line, to cold runs.

Δv [pm=s] Δ [s] τd [s]

0.10� 0.01 35� 8 −37� 9
0.81� 0.03a 111� 3 72� 4

0.42� 0.02 143� 50 −29� 22

aCorresponds to an event in ẍ1;OMSðtÞ, see Sec. V C.

FIG. 8. Absolute impulse per unit mass jΔvj (top), and duration
Δ (bottom) as a function of time from launch for the glitches of
Fig. 7. Note that the apparent clustering corresponds to the
different measurement runs. The blue shaded area corresponds to
the epoch of cold runs.

FIG. 11. (upper) Histogram of the waiting time ΔT for fast,
low impulse glitches in cold runs. (lower) Histogram of
ðΔv2glitch=Δv2rmsÞ for low impulse glitches. The orange line is
the properly normalized distribution for a chi-square with one
degree of freedom.

FIG. 9. Histogram of the SNR for all glitches of Fig. 7. The
lowest observed value is SNR ∼ 3. The probability density refers
to the logarithm of SNR.
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A. Discriminating between force and readout effect
using the GRS Δx sensor

The motion of both test masses along x and relative to the
spacecraft has been measured at all times by the capacitive
sensor of the GRS. From their measured coordinates
x1;GRSðtÞ and x2;GRSðtÞ, we have formed a measurement
of their relative displacement, independent of ΔxOMSðtÞ:

ΔxGRSðtÞ ¼ x2;GRSðtÞ − x1;GRSðtÞ þ nGRSðtÞ ð7Þ

with nGRSðtÞ the measurement noise.
The difference between these two measurements only

contains the difference between the noise terms:

ΔxOMSðtÞ − ΔxGRSðtÞ ¼ nOMSðtÞ − nGRSðtÞ; ð8Þ

and would immediately reveal a spurious signal within
nOMSðtÞ, if such signal were large enough to be detected
against the relatively noisy GRS data.
We have used the ΔxOMSðtÞ − ΔxGRSðtÞ data series to

discriminate glitches that may have been caused by such
signals within nOMSðtÞ, from those due to the true
force ΔgeðtÞ.
Specifically, we have used the information that the

glitch signal n̈OMSðtÞ þ ω2
2nOMSðtÞ, would follow one of

the templates in Eqs. (3)–(5). If we define hðsÞ to be the
Laplace transform of such a template in Δg, then the
Laplace transform of the relevant associated glitch in
nOMSðtÞ would be given by hðsÞ=ðs2 þ ω2

2Þ.
As hðsÞ is in all cases a rational function of s, then

nOMSðtÞ would carry a diverging term ∝eþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−ω2

2

p
t≃eþt=1.5 ks,

which after a few thousand seconds would dominate
the data.
We illustrate the concept, for one of the glitches, in

Fig. 12. The glitch is clearly visible in both ΔxGRSðtÞ and
ΔxOMSðtÞ, while it disappears in their difference. In the
figure we also show the inverse Laplace transform of
hðsÞ=ðs2 þ ω2

2Þ, i.e., the signal one would observe in
ΔxOMSðtÞ − ΔxGRSðtÞ, if the glitch were due to a spurious
signal in nOMSðtÞ. For the glitch in question, the picture
clearly shows that this source for the glitch is ruled out.
We have calculated such hypothetical signal in nOMSðtÞ,

that is, the inverse Laplace transform of hðsÞ=ðs2 þ ω2
2Þ for

all glitches, both in the ordinary and cold runs. We have
found that such signals would have been clearly visible in
the data if a sufficiently long observation time were
available after the glitch occurrence time (up to 104 s for
the weakest glitches). On the contrary, we have found none
in the actual data. Only for a few events in the cold runs we
could not reach any conclusion due to lack of sufficient
observational data after the glitch.
Thus impulse-carrying glitches are due to true forces

acting on the test masses, and are not artifact due to motion
readout.

Low momentum, high frequency glitches consist of a
feature in ΔxOMS, and are not visible within the feedback
force time series. However, they could still be either a spike
in true acceleration, or just a feature in the interferometer
output.
As already mentioned, glitches of this kind consist of a

step, or of a few points outlier in Δx, or some variation of
those. In the case of just a feature in the interferometer,
nOMSðtÞ − nGRSðtÞ would then contain a similar feature (for
these fast signals, we are neglecting the term ω2

2nOMS).
Unfortunately the largest steps are a few tens of pm high,
while the resolution on step detection in the ΔxOMSðtÞ −
ΔxGRSðtÞ is not better than ∼1 nm. Similar limitations hold
for the detection of outliers. Thus we were not able to
discriminate between true force and interferometer readout
for this category of glitches.

B. Associated differential torque

In close analogy with what we did with ΔgðtÞ, we
measured the differential out-of-the-loop torque per unit
moment of inertia on the test masses, both around y and
around z. We have built these quantities by subtracting
the control torques per unit moment of inertia from the
measured differential angular accelerations of the test
masses. For instance such differential torque for the
z-axis, Δγϕ, is defined as

Δγϕ ¼ ϕ̈2 − ϕ̈1 þ ðNϕ1
− Nϕ2

Þ=Izz; ð9Þ

where N are the commanded torques, Izz is the common
moment of inertia around z, and the subscripts indicate the
test mass. The subscript η indicates the rotation about
the y-axis.

FIG. 12. −ΔxOMSðtÞ (black), −ΔxGRSðtÞ (orange), and their
difference (green) for an impulse-carrying glitch (Δv¼22.1 pm=s,
Δ ¼ 7.82 s). The negative signs on the first two data series have
been used to show that the residuals in the difference are dominated
by the large noise in ΔxGRSðtÞ. Also shown (dashed line) is the
signal one would observe in ΔxOMSðtÞ − ΔxGRSðtÞ, if the glitch
were due to a spurious signal in nOMSðtÞ.
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As for the case of Δg, angular accelerations are corrected
for some small gradient effect. More important, as the
rotational motion of the spacecraft is rather intense, and is a
common mode for both test masses, torques, and angular
rotations have been recalibrated to maximize the rejection
of such a large common mode disturbance.
For each of the impulse carrying glitches within the

ΔgðtÞ time series, we have fitted both the ΔγϕðtÞ and the
ΔγηðtÞ time series to exactly the same template in Eqs. (3)
and (4), with same time of occurrence and same time
parameters, leaving the amplitude ΔΩϕ;ðηÞ, an effective
increase in angular velocity, as its sole fitting parameter.
In addition, we have also included in the fitting model a
parabolic background.
We have estimated the uncertainty on ΔΩϕ;ðηÞ by

repeating the above fitting procedure over the sliding
stretch Δγϕ;ðηÞðt1 þ δt; t2 þ δtÞ, with t1 and t2 the time
bounds of the actual stretch that contains the glitch, and δt a
sliding delay. We have thus generated a series ΔΩϕ;ðηÞðδtÞ,
with jδtj ≤ 20ðt2 − t1Þ, which shows, at δt ¼ 0, a marked
peak above the background jitter, whenever the torque is
significant (see Fig. 13).
As the ΔΩϕ;ðηÞðδtÞ time series has an intrinsic autocor-

relation over a scale δt ≃ t2 − t1, it contains in practice only
≃40 independent data points. Thus its root mean square
cannot be used, as is, for error estimation. We then use,
more cautiously, as an estimate for the error, the peak
absolute value δΩϕ;ðηÞ of the series, calculated on the data
outside the central stretch jδtj ≤ t2 − t1. More specifically,
if the central peak does not exceed, in absolute value,
δΩϕ;ðηÞ, we take jΔΩϕ;ðηÞj ≤ δΩϕ;ðηÞ.
If, on the contrary, the peak exceeds in absolute value

δΩϕ;ðηÞ, we take this as the error. It must be noted though
that, for Gaussian statistics, the maximum absolute value
among 40 independent samples falls in the interval
ð2.4þ0.5

−0.4Þσ. Thus the confidence interval associated with
such an error is greater than 95%.

A practical way to report the results of this analysis, is to
introduce an effective lever arm defined as

rϕ;ðηÞ ¼
Izz;ðyyÞ
m

Δγϕ;ðηÞ
Δg

¼ Izz;ðyyÞ
m

ΔΩϕ;ðηÞ
Δv

ð10Þ

For a single force, applied normal to one of the x or y
faces of either test mass, rϕ would be the distance between
the force application point and the center of the face. A
similar interpretation holds for rη. Note that for a real point-
like force, given the size of the test mass, the maximum
value for both jrϕj and jrηj would be 23 mm, while there is
no upper limit for a distribution of forces.
A particular interesting case, further discussed in

Sec. VI, is that of a force resulting from a voltage difference
between the test mass and one of the electrodes facing its
x-face. These electrodes were used for the control loop on
TM2, but also for the angular control of both test masses.
Such a voltage difference would have produced a force with
a lever arm jrϕj ∼ 11 mm [19].
The results of the analysis for rϕ in ordinary runs are

shown in Fig. 14. A list of the glitches with any of the lever
arms significantly different from zero is reported in
Table II.
Figure 14 shows that, as expected from Eq. (10), the

error on rϕ decays approximately as jΔvj−1, decreasing
below about 1 cm for jΔvj≳ 2 pm=s. For only 3 of the 98
impulse-carrying glitches in ordinary runs we detect an
effective armlength that is significantly different from zero.
In a slight majority (62%) of the cases, where we find an
armlength compatible with zero, we have sufficient reso-
lution to exclude the hypothesis of an electrode origin to
the glitch. Specifically, 62% of the glitches in ordinary runs
are both compatible with rϕ ¼ 0 and have “upper limit”
uncertainty of less than 7 mm (or 2=3 of the characteristic
“electrode arm” of 11 mm). If any of these relatively high
SNR glitches had had an 11 mm effective armlength,
they would have been detected with peaks more than 50%
above our background in Fig. 13.
This fraction decreases to 50% for glitches with

Δ ≤ 1 min, while it increases to 91% for glitches with
duration Δ ≥ 1.6 ks, a duration threshold that will be
discussed in Sec. VI.
ΔγηðtÞ is significantly more noisy than ΔγϕðtÞ. This

gives larger errors on rη than on rϕ, and makes less likely
to find lever arms significantly different from zero. For
instance, just for only about 32% of the glitches the error
upper bound is smaller than (2=3) 11 mm. We give this
figure here just for the sake of comparison with the case of
rϕ, but rη ¼ 11 mm has no special significance.
The complexity of data during cold runs applies also to

the Δγϕ;ðηÞðtÞ series that contain multiple fast events and
other non stationary features. This makes the results of
our search procedure more noisy, reducing, for instance,

FIG. 13. An example of the ΔΩϕðδtÞ series for one of the very
few glitches with significant associated torque. The value in
δt ¼ 0 is the result of the fit for native data. The arrows indicate
the interval excluded for the sake of error evaluation.
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the fraction of glitches, for which the upper error bound to
rϕ is less than (2=3) 11 mm, to about 45%, and to 39%
if Δ ≤ 1 min.
Moreover, we note that, of the 3 zero-crossing glitches

transferring impulse in Table I, none of them is associated
to a measurable torque, measured with the same analysis as
in this section. The error on rϕ associated to the stronger
ones (one in ordinary runs and one in cold runs), is lower
than (2=3) 11 mm.
As a final note, in addition to the glitches listed in

Table II, our procedure also finds 3 glitches in the cold runs
for which the peak in ΔΩϕ;ðηÞðtÞ is significantly displaced
from the true time of occurrence. We believe that these
events are due the accidental coincidence between a force
glitch and an unrelated feature in the torque data. Thus we
have not included them in the table.

C. Other interferometer channels

1. Low-impulse glitches

We find a significant number of coincidences between
the low impulse glitches and the various interferometer
channels, x1;OMS, frequency, and reference (see Sec. II).

Reference/frequency channels.—Out of 152 low impulse
glitches detected in cold runs, some correspond to events in
the reference or frequency channels, respectively 55 and 4.
In the latest part of the cold runs, tens of glitches of this
kind appear with non-Poissonian arrival time after the
heaters were turned on to bring the temperature back to
standard operating conditions. Those events showed a rapid
deviation in the reference channel, with a characteristic
shape lasting some tens of seconds due to the internal
control loops of the optical interferometer system [20]. The
shape in either reference or frequency channels is then
different from that of Δg.

x1 channel.—Some of the low impulse glitches belonging
to cold runs were found to coincide with fast events in the
x1;OMS interferometer, detected as fast features in ẍ1;OMSðtÞ.
Among the 152 two-sided glitches detected in cold runs,
28 showed counterpart in ẍ1;OMSðtÞ.
The total number of glitches showing a coincidence in

the interferometric channels is 81=152, given that some
of them show multiple coincidences. However due to the
complexity of the data of all time series, some coincidences
may have gone undetected.
Out of the 4 low impulse events detected in ordinary

runs, 2 showed coincidence to events in the interferometer
time series, one in reference and the other one in x1;OMS.

2. Impulse-carrying glitches

We find only one coincidence between an impulse-
carrying glitch and the other interferometer channels. This
is the coincidence between the zero-crossing glitch on the
second line of Table I and a spike in the ẍ1;OMSðtÞ time
series. The spike had no detectable counterpart in the time
series of the force commanded onto the spacecraft by the
drag-free control loop, as expected for such a fast feature.

TABLE II. Glitches with any of the lever arms significantly
different from zero. Figures above the horizontal line refer to
ordinary runs, figures below the same line to cold runs. Errors
correspond to confidence > 95% (see text).

Δv [pm=s] Δ [s] rϕ [mm] rη [mm]

−8.23� 0.03 101.1� 0.4 −2.3� 0.2 � � �
1.6� 0.2 1560� 140 −9.5� 3.5 � � �
22.22� 0.01 7.82� 0.01 0.5� 0.2 −1.2� 0.4

−25.68� 0.02 2100� 5 −1.2� 0.7 � � �

FIG. 14. Absolute lever arm jrϕj, as defined in Eq. (10), as a function of absolute impulse jΔvj (left) and duration Δ (right), for
impulse-carrying glitches of ordinary runs. The black data points represent the glitches for which the lever arm has been found to be
significantly different from zero. The green horizontal segments represent the upper bound for jrϕj for glitches for which jΔΩϕj ≤ δΩϕ.
For 9 of the 98 impulse-carrying glitches of the ordinary runs, we were not able to perform the analysis on the ΔγϕðtÞ data series. The
gray horizontal line refers to the 11 mm “electrical” reference, as described in text.
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In analogy with the case of the differential measurement,
a spike like this might be either due to a spike in g1 −G,
with g1 the force per unit mass on TM1 along x, and G that
on the spacecraft, or to a feature in the x1;OMS interferom-
eter readout. When interpreted as a force, its total impulse,
Δv ≃ 0.8 nm=s, is much larger than the corresponding
impulse,Δg (Δv ∼ 0.8 pm=s, in Table I). This rules out that
the spike is in g1, and leaves only the options that it might
have been due to a force impulse on the spacecraft, or to a
feature in the x1;OMS interferometer readout.

D. Other time series

We also analyzed the time series of magnetometers and
of the various thermometers of the LTP, without finding any
coincidence.
We also inspected the time series of the inertial forces,

calculated as explained in [1], and found no coincidence.
Note that, as stated in Sec. II B, these series had been
subtracted from the observed acceleration to form Δg. Thus
a true force glitch in any of these series, should have
emerged from the original acceleration series, and should
have disappeared in the subtraction. Thus our check was
against nonforce data artifacts in the inertial force series
that may have been transferred to Δg upon subtraction, or
against miscalibration in the subtraction, that would have
left a residual glitch in Δg.
We also inspected the time series of the forces on the test

masses along directions orthogonal to x, but the force
sensitivity along these axes is too low, with respect to that
along x, to give any significant information. This reduction
stems from both the lack of an interferometric readout on y
and z, and from these degrees of freedom being used to
control the motion of the spacecraft.
Note that the effects of the acceleration of the spacecraft

has already been subtracted from data as illustrated in
Sec. II B. In particular, the δx1 ẍ1;OMS term in gSC in Eq. (1)
subtracts the effect of spacecraft acceleration being picked
up by the finite common mode rejection of the differential
interferometer, and the term ðω2

2 − ω2
1Þx1;OMSðtÞ subtracts

the effect of the “harmonic” coupling to the spacecraft
acceleration. Thus our inspection of the x1;OMS series is a
search either for possible disturbances affecting simulta-
neously both Δg and x1;OMS, or for incomplete subtraction
due to calibration errors.

VI. DISCUSSION

We discuss here the implications of the observations
described so far for the identification of the possible
sources of the observed glitches.
Before we start the discussion, it is useful to give some

clarifications on the cold runs, during which the instrument
was operated well outside its nominal working range.
Besides the increased glitch rate, we observed two major

effects of such nonstandard operation mode. First, all

interferometric channels of the OMS were characterized
by increased noise and spurious signals. Second, the system
was subject to a significant mechanical distortion.
We could detect such distortion by monitoring the time

series ΔxGRSðtÞ − ΔxOMSðtÞ that measures, to first order,
the difference between the relative displacement of the two
electrode housings to that of the two test masses.
During cold runs this difference kept changing over time,

with a total variation of up to a few μm, likely due to the
thermal distortion of the mounting structure of the two
GRS. This distortion must have put under severe stress the
interface between the GRS and the glass structure of the
OMS, which, on the contrary, is virtually undistorted by
temperature because of its very low temperature coefficient.

A. Fast, low-impulse glitches

We discuss next the fast, low-impulse glitches. The fast
timescale (Fig. 2 right), the absence of any feedback force
signal, the absence of any net impulse (Fig. 11, lower
panel), and, most importantly, the coincidence with events
in other interferometer channels for the majority of them,
are all features that point, for these glitches, to an
explanation as interferometer anomalies.
Note that glitches of this kind were very rare in ordinary

conditions (less than one per month), while their production
has been boosted by the relatively unstable situation of the
cold runs, in some occasion in the form of clusters that
violate the Poisson condition for random occurrence times
(Fig. 11, upper panel).
We were not able to trace back the true generating

mechanism behind these anomalies. It is however worth
mentioning that similar events also showed up in a similar
interferometer flown on the GRACE Follow-on mission
[21]. The interferometer readout exhibited phase jumps that
would translate for us into steps in Δx, which were traced
back to mechanical disturbances generated by thrusters
activation. Thus mechanical stress may be the root cause of
these interferometer anomalies on LPF.
Since the mechanism behind these transients is not fully

understood, we cannot predict whether they will occur
in LISA in a similar fashion. For instance, while LPF
interferometry reached a sensitivity 32 fm=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
[5], LISA

is expected to be limited at 10 pm=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
.

Nevertheless it is worth mentioning that the science
degradation resulting from this kind of glitch, if there were
to be any in the LISA data, is not expected to be severe,
given their very fast timescale affecting just a few data
points, and the lack of a low frequency component due to
the corresponding lack of impulse.
In addition we note that the largest of these events in the

interferometer outputs might be detectable on ground.
Though much noisier than in flight, LPF interferometry
could demonstrate on ground ≃pm=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
sensitivities [22].

This should allow detection and study of, for instance,
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the largest, tens of pm high, steps in the interferometer
output. The effect of environmental conditions on such
glitch production could then be investigated.

B. Impulse-carrying glitches

Contrary to fast low-impulse glitches, we were able to
demonstrate that a large fraction of the impulse-carrying
ones consists of true force events acting on one or both test
masses. Though we could not extend the demonstration to
the smallest ones, the shape similarity with the larger ones,
and the continuity of the parameter distribution, make it
very likely that all glitches of this kind, or at least the vast
majority of them, consist of true force events.
In the following, after discussing their main statistical

features, we discuss the possible sources for such force
events, with the aim of ruling out the unlikely ones, and
identifying the most likely ones.

1. Glitch taxonomy and some implications
for their origins

To gain more insight into the nature of the force glitches,
let us now discuss their statistical properties.
First, their time of occurrence has been following

Poisson statistics during both ordinary and cold runs
(Fig. 4). We observed neither any significant clustering
nor any repeated pattern. Thus these glitches appear to be
due to independent sources and to occur at random times.
In particular, during ordinary runs in stable conditions

and within the specified operating conditions for the LTP,
we observed a constant mean rate of occurrence (Fig. 5)
throughout the ≃1.2 yr of the mission science operations.
During this same period of time, the pressure around the
test mass had been decreasing by almost an order of
magnitude [1], and many changes of operational settings
had been taking place in between any of the different noise
runs we have been discussing here, both to maintain the
orbit, and to perform dedicated investigations [13].
Cooling of the system to near 0 °C increased this rate

by more than one order of magnitude. However such a rate
increase was not uniform across the glitch parameter space.
More specifically, Fig. 7 shows two basic features:
(i) a population of glitches with Δ≳ 1.6 ks, which

accounts for 37% of all positive glitches in ordinary
runs, for just 0.7% in cold runs, and is absent, for
negative impulse glitches, in all runs;

(ii) in both ordinary and cold runs, positive impulse
glitches constitute the vast majority of all glitches.
For convenience we remind here that a positive
impulse pushes the test masses one toward the other.

In Table III we list the number of glitches in these three
categories: (Δv > 0, Δ < 1.6 ks), (Δv > 0, Δ > 1.6 ks),
and (Δv < 0, Δ < 1.6 ks), for both ordinary and cold runs.
The table also contains the projected counts one would
have observed during the 11.9 d long cold runs, had the

statistics not been affected by the cooldown (see
Appendix C). The result of this projection shows that:

(i) Counts for positive glitches of duration less than
1.6 ks are more than twenty times larger than the
largest projected value. Thus cooldown has strongly
increased the rate of these glitches.

(ii) Counts for positive glitches of duration larger than
1.6 ks are compatible with the projected values, and
thus the rate of these glitches has not increased upon
cooldown.

(iii) Counts for negative glitches, all of which are short,
are more than four times larger than the value
expected from the ordinary runs statistics. Thus
cooldown has affected the rate of these glitches
too, though to a lesser extent than that of positive
shorter glitches.

We have also compared the ordinary runs glitch param-
eter distributions with that for cold runs, for the categories
of glitches that are significantly populated in both type
of runs.
Statistical tests on the equality of two multivariate

distributions are still subject to a debate that goes well
beyond the scope of this paper. To get nevertheless a sense
of the similarity between the two distributions, we have
performed marginal Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for Δ, Δv,
andΔgmax. This last parameter is ∝ jΔvj=Δ, and thus mixes
somewhat the populations of the two other parameters. The
resulting p-values are reported in Table IV.
Though these considerations are not at all a proof,

they are nevertheless suggestive that in ordinary runs,
the glitches belong to three different families.

(i) The first is a family of positive impulse glitches with
Δ ≥ 1.6 ks.

For this family Δv increases rapidly with Δ. For
reference, we calculate that the line Δv½pm=s� ¼
Δ2=ð0.65 ksÞ2 is the lowest power-law upper bound
to all glitches in this family.

TABLE III. Observed and expected number of glitches listed by
duration and impulse sign.

Runs Δv > 0 Δ < 1.6 ks Δv > 0 Δ > 1.6 ks Δv < 0

Ordinary 51 30 17
Cold 304 2 28
Ord → colda 1–13 0–9 0–6

aCounts for cold runs, projected from the observed counts and
rate in ordinary runs. Intervals correspond to 90% confidence.

TABLE IV. Resulting p-values from the marginal Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, for parameter distributions in ordinary and cold
runs.

Category pΔ pΔv pΔgmax

Δv > 0, Δ ≤ 1.6 ks 0.26 0.33 0.31
Δv < 0 0.35 0.28 0.28
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Though the shape of distribution might be af-
fected by the detection threshold from below, such
quadratic upper bound does not appear to be due to
any obvious selection effect.
Remarkably, the rate of these glitches has not

been affected by the thermomechanical stress con-
ditions of the cooldown.
As the threshold Δ ≥ 1.6 ks has no particular

physical meaning, this family may also include some
of the shorter duration glitches. Actually if the
quadratic upper bound above were used to define
the family, the family would include 3 more glitches
in ordinary runs and 2 more in cold runs. However
the conclusions about the count projections would
not be modified by these adjustments.

(ii) The second family is composed of positive Δv
glitches with Δ < 1.6 ks. This coincides basically
with the glitch population of this kind during the
cold runs.
Indeed, given that the rate of the glitches of the

long positive impulse family was unaffected by
cooldown, even if that family extended to shorter
duration, very few samples would contaminate the
cold runs distribution with Δ < 1.6 ks.
About 70% of the glitches within this family have

duration less than one minute. However the family
also includes a sparse sample of glitches with
duration that can take values up to just below the
Δ ¼ 1.6 ks threshold.
The rate of these glitches has been greatly affected

by the thermo-mechanical conditions of cooldown.
Actually, as in cold runs negative impulse glitches
are only about 8% of total, the time/temperature
evolution of the rate in Fig. 6 refers basically to the
glitches in this family.

(iii) Finally, the third is the relatively small family of
negative impulse glitches, again with Δ ≤ 1.6 ks.
About 53% of these have duration of less than a

minute, and these too include samples with longer
duration, approaching Δ ¼ 1.6 ks.
The rate of this family has also been affected by

cooldown, though to a lesser extent, but there are not
enough samples to assess if the rate has been
affected by temperature.

2. Possible physical sources of force glitches

In the light of all the evidence above, we now discuss the
possible physical sources of these force glitches.

Platform acceleration and inertial forces.—An obvious
cause of transient “events,” in space-borne differential
accelerometers, may be some corresponding events in
the acceleration of the spacecraft, which would be picked
up because of the finite common mode rejection of the

instrument. An obvious example of this is the already
mentioned case of a micrometeoroid hit.
In our case we can rule out this source, as we have

been correcting the data, as described in Sec. II B, for the
coupling to spacecraft motion. In addition we have
inspected the x1;OMSðtÞ data series, to check for any residual
coincidence, possibly due to some residual inaccuracy in
the data correction, finding none. Similar data correction
and inspection also rule out, as sources of glitches, inertial
forces due to spacecraft rotation.

Thermal effects.—Also the lack of coincidence with ther-
mometer readings allows us to rule out some possible
explanations.
The correlation of temperature and temperature gradient

variations with Δg has been investigated by a series of
dedicated experiments during the operation of LPF [23].
We have measured the dependence of Δg on the average
temperature T̄ of all thermometers on each electrode
housing. Upon heating the electrode housing we found a
complex behavior with a relatively prompt response and
coefficient ∂Δg=∂T̄jp, plus a delayed response with coef-
ficient ∂Δg=∂T̄jd, likely due to the delayed heating of
distant sources. The former was found to be pretty constant
over time, at about 0.5 pm s−2K−1. The coefficient
∂Δg=∂T̄jd was instead found to decrease by about a factor
5 over the course of the mission and to level off at
≃0.5 pm s−2 K−1, paralleling the decrease in pressure.
A similar pressure-dependent behavior was also, as

expected, found for ∂Δg=∂ΔTEHi
, where ΔTEHi

is the
difference of temperature across the ith electrode housing.
For both electrode housings, these coefficients leveled off
at ≃10 pm s−2K−1.
With such sensitivities, to explain the smallest of the

observed Δg glitches with a glitch in T̄, one would need
amplitudes of order mK at the beginning of mission and of
many tens of them at the end. We would have detected such
glitches, as our resolution is of order of tens μK in T̄ for a
100 s glitch following the template in Eq. (4).
The same applies to a glitch in the differential temper-

ature ΔTEH, for which glitch amplitudes would need again
to be of order of mK, and where our sensitivity is in the μK
range thanks to a dedicated low noise temperature differ-
ential readout [8].
Therefore such hypothetical temperature glitches would

have been detected within their relative time series. We
believe that this rules out the hypothesis that glitches may
be due to thermal transients in the system.

Gravitational signals.—The lack of any significant perma-
nent change in the force, upon the occurrence of any of
these force events, rules out the possibility that they may
consist of the gravitational signals from some amount of
mass permanently changing position or leaving the system.
This would be the case, for instance, for a large outgassing
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event from some point of the spacecraft or for some sudden
leak of a large amount of propellant.
A different origin of a gravitational signal would be a

body reversibly moving around its equilibrium position. An
example of that is the 2 kg tungsten mass located within
each GRS, at a few centimeters from the test mass center to
suppress the static gravitational field on the test mass [24]
(see Fig. 15).
The gravitational force gradient per unit mass acting on

the test mass due the balance mass is −ω2
1;2 ≃ 5 × 10−7 s−2

(see Sec. II B) [25]. Thus, to produce our smallest glitches
with a peak amplitude about fm s−2, one would need a
displacement of the balance mass out of its equilibrium
position peaking at ∼2 nm and then getting back to rest.
The balance mass is the largest source of gravitational

gradient, the gradient from other sources being significantly
smaller, as the gradient from the rest of the GRS drops to
about 4 × 10−7 s−2, due to compensation [25], and as the
contribution of farther apart components decays as the cube
of the distance. For instance, the optical bench contributes
a gradient of about 6 × 10−8 s−2, the other GRS
3 × 10−8 s−2, and the rest of spacecraft 1 × 10−8 s−2 [26].
Characteristic frequencies of mechanical parts surround-

ing the test mass are in the kHz range. Thus, even the over
damped mechanical motion of those parts takes place on
timescales much shorter than that of the vast majority of the
observed glitches. In order to produce a glitch by way of
this physical mechanism, one would need parts to move
because of some transient thermo-mechanical distortion,
and not by some mechanically excited free motion.

We foresee two major damaging patterns for such a
thermo-mechanical distortion. The first is an expansion or
contraction of the GRS around the test mass due to a
temperature fluctuation. The major effect of such distortion
would be to move the balance mass relative to the test mass.
Given the construction details, this effect adds a term
of order ≃0.3 pm s−2K−1 to the temperature coefficient
∂Δg=∂T̄jp discussed above. The possibility of glitches
originating this way has been already ruled out.
The second distortion pattern that may give origin to a

force transient, is a rigid displacement along x of either of
the two GRS relative to its own test mass. This is the case,
for instance, if the struts that attach the GRS to the LTP bay
thermally expand or contract, moving both GRS in opposite
directions, and changing their distance by some amount δl.
By moving the main sources of gradient, such distortion

would cause both a signalΔg ¼ −ω2
2;GRSδl, with−ω2

2;GRS∼
−ω2

2 ∼ 4 × 10−7 s−2, and a signal xOMS − xGRS ¼ δl. As
already mentioned, we have observed both such signals
upon the large distortion caused by cooldown.
Thus, a glitch originating from such a distortion pattern,

or from any pattern that would move any of the GRS
relative to its test mass, should also show up in the
xOMS − xGRS series, peaking atΔgmax=ð−ω2

2;GRSÞ, a number
that ranges from a few nanometers to micrometers.
As discussed in Sec. VA, we have inspected the series
xOMS − xGRS and found no corresponding glitch.
A distortion pattern moving the spacecraft, or one of

its large components, relative to the entire LTP and non-
detectable in xOMS − xGRS would require much larger
amplitudes. The difference of gradient on the two test
masses due to the entire spacecraft, which is the quantity
that would matter in this case, is of order 10−9 s−2. Thus, to
produce the observed glitches, the spacecraft would have to
have moved along x by an amount ranging from microm-
eters to millimeters, requiring temperature changes ranging
from a fraction of a K to hundreds of K, without causing
any detectable distortion within the LTP. We consider such
a scenario to be quite unlikely.
In conclusion, we believe that a gravitational origin is an

unlikely explanation for the vast majority of the observed
glitches.

Magnetic force.—It also appears unlikely that these force
glitches are explained by some slow transient in the magnetic
field. With slow here we mean that we are not considering
eddy current effects, which we will discuss later.
The magnetic susceptibility of the test masses has

been measured to be χ ∼ 3 × 10−5 [27] and its permanent
magnetic moment jμj < 5 nAm2 [28], though this is just an
upper limit. The static magnetic field on board LPF was
found to be jBj ∼ 1 μT [7], and, finally, from the lack of
correlation between the magnetic field and force noise [29],
we estimate the magnetic gradient to be less than 10 μT=m.

FIG. 15. Schematic representation of the GRS, horizontal
section. The yellow square is the Au-Pt test mass. The orange
hollow square represents the electrode housing, whose mid
section carries four symmetric holes, one of which is the input
port for the laser beam (in red). The green part is the section of a
titanium structure that holds the various elements together, while
in gray is the specially shaped tungsten gravitational balance
mass. The brown circle is the section of the vacuum chamber,
while the cyan rectangle represent the optical window to transmit
the laser beam.
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The force peak amplitudes of all observed glitches have
Δgmax ≥ 10−15 ms−2 (see Fig. 10). To reach such a force
level, a glitch in the magnetic field gradient, on either of the
test masses, considering only the coupling to the test mass
induced moment, should peak at about 1 μT=m. Unless we
take into account an unrealistically close source, a gradient
like this would have produced a detectable signal on some
of the magnetometers, at least for glitch duration larger than
about 10 s. As glitch amplitudes were even 1000 times
larger than this minimal one, many of the glitches would
have produced large magnetometer signals.
Similar conclusions are obtained assuming that the

glitch is in the magnetic field. To produce our force glitch
with a glitch in the magnetic field, one would require a
peak at least 0.1 μT, well above the detection threshold.
Thus the lack of observed magnetic glitches rules out this
explanation.
A further mechanism for force transient of magnetic

origin, is that of currents induced via Seebeck effect by
thermal gradients inside the test mass. The test mass
material has a finite amount of Au and Pt precipitate that
may create effective thermocouples at grain boundaries.
The effect was noticed during magnetic characterization
of the test masses on ground, during which temperature
differences of order of a few K across the test mass, due
to manipulation by human hands, induced a magnetic
moment peaking at some μAm2. With the value for the
static gradient quoted above, this effect would just
give a correction of ≃0.1 pm s−2 K−1 to the coefficient
∂Δg=∂ΔTEHi

mentioned in the previous section, and its
role in producing glitches is ruled out together with the
rest of the thermal effects.
In addition to these low frequency effects, magnetic fields

at high frequency may induce eddy currents within the test
masses and then exert Lorentz forces on them [27]. The
effect is thus quadratic and would convert the low frequency
amplitude fluctuations of a high frequency magnetic spectral
line into a corresponding low frequency force.
To give a scale of the effect, a recent finite-element

electromagnetic calculation by the LISA project [30], has
shown that the effect of a dipole of 1 mAm2 located at a
distance d ¼ 20 cm from the test mass and oscillating
at the frequency of 100 Hz, would cause a force of
Δg ≃ 4 fm=s2. The effect reaches its peak at 100 Hz, while
at lower frequency the induced current decreases and above
that the screening effect of the metallic electrode housing
attenuates the oscillating field.
The effect of a dipole source decreases with d−7, so that

at the closest distances of about 0.4 m between the test mass
and any active device on the LPF spacecraft the effect
might be ∼100 times smaller.
The spacecraft prime contractor performed a test cam-

paign on ground against audio frequency magnetic lines
[31] during LPF development. A few lines have been
identified with peak amplitudes < 1 nT at the position of

the test masses. In the point dipole model at a distance
of d ≃ 0.4m, each line would be generated by a dipole of
≃0.3 mAm2 and would exert a static force Δg≃
4 × 10−3 fm s−2. Even a glitch consisting of 100% ampli-
tude modulation of any these lines—a behavior not
observed during test—would have then an amplitude orders
of magnitude less than those in Fig. 10. However, we had
no magnetometer on board sensitive to the audio band and
thus we cannot exclude that additional, more intense,
amplitude modulated lines had been generated once on
orbit, as the operating conditions may have been signifi-
cantly different from those during testing.
Also, the shape and timescale of the glitches are not

easily reconciled with such an ac magnetic origin.
Electromagnetic emission from electronics is usually
modulated by noise, by switching among different opera-
tional settings, and by thermal variations, and we do not see
how these may easily follow the reversible exponential
behavior lasting minutes to hours that would be required to
generate the observed glitches.
One way though of producing a smooth time evolution is

that of two lines of constant amplitude, the frequencies of
which would slowly drift over time. If during some time
interval these lines had a substantial overlap in the frequency
domain, they would indeed generate a force on the test mass.
Lines observed during testing where stable in frequency,

but, again, we cannot exclude that other lines were present
in flight. It seems, however, highly unrealistic that on orbit
enough lines have been generated, with different enough
drift rates and shapes, to explain the hundreds of glitches of
Fig. 7, with parameter values that span a few orders of
magnitudes.
In conclusion, we believe that while the possibility that

some of the observed glitches are due to eddy currents
cannot be discarded, it is highly unlikely that this source may
explain the majority of the observed glitches. Nevertheless
we certainly recommend that in LISA a thorough testing is
performed on ground, and that on-board diagnostic magne-
tometers with sensitivity up to 1 kHz are considered.

Electrostatic forces from GRS electronics.—Each LPF test
mass is electrically isolated from its surrounding with no
detectable discharging path. Thus an event of charging
because of cosmic rays [10,32] or any other source of
particles, would show up as a step inΔg, quite incompatible
with the observed finite-impulse glitches.
In addition, all surfaces facing the test masses are

conducting and grounded, and would not accumulate free
charge.
Still, glitches may be produced by spurious voltage

transients in the electronics we use to control the test
masses. More specifically, the mentioned electrodes facing
the x-faces of the test masses, are all driven by separate
amplifiers. Avoltage glitch in one of these amplifiers would
certainly produce a force on the test mass.
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However, a single-electrode event like this would also
generate a torque around z, with a lever arm jrϕj ¼ 11 mm,
which is the main reason why we have searched for a torque
component to the detected force glitches as explained in
Sec. V B.
To span the observed range of glitch peak amplitudes,

from 1 fm=s2 to 1 pm=s2, with the electrode geometry,
there would need to be a transient change in the mean
square voltage at the actuation amplifier output between
roughly 10 mV2 and 10 000 mV2. This could occur in
different forms:

(i) A transient “quasi-DC” voltage in the 100 μV to
100 mV range, mixing with stray DC potential
differences of order 100 mV, due to test mass charge
and/or stray “patch” voltages.

(ii) A transient change in the roughly 1 V actuation
audio-frequency carriers [2] by roughly 10 μV
to 10 mV.

(iii) A transient electrode oscillation coherent with the
100 kHz sensing “injection” frequency [6] and
mixing with the 0.6 V amplitude test mass bias,
in roughly this same amplitude range.

(iv) A spontaneous AC oscillation, at some random
frequency not associated with the actuation or in-
jection, with amplitude in the 5 mV to 200 mV range.

While we cannot directly exclude any of these—though the
100 kHz excitation would have likely given some capaci-
tive sensing error—they were not detected in dedicated
preflight tests, albeit relatively short (less than day per
electrode), which could have detected such anomalies.
Certainly such features can and should be investigated
more thoroughly on ground for the LISA electronics.
A strong indicator that the glitches do not originate in

the actuation electronics comes from the analysis of the
possible torque component to the observed glitches. The
findings in Sec. V B show that:

(i) There are in total 56 glitches within ordinary runs,
spread over the entire parameter space, for which we
would have been able to detect a lever arm of 11 mm
(see Fig. 14). Only one of these is both incompatible
with rϕ ¼ 0 and compatible with rϕ ¼ 11 mm (see
Table II). Though there is no proof that this glitch is
indeed of electrical origin, one might nevertheless
take 1=56 as a rough bound to the fraction of glitches
that may be due to this source.

(ii) For the cold runs glitch data, none of the 147 glitches
for which there is sufficient resolution to resolve
rϕ ¼ 11 mm have such an effective arm. The
probability of such an event, using binomial statis-
tics, and assuming the distribution is the same as
during ordinary runs, is p ¼ 0.08, a figure that does
not allow us to reject the equal distribution hypoth-
esis. Using both observations, ordinary and cold
runs, the probability of such an occurrence becomes
p ≤ 0.023 with 95% confidence.

(iii) For the kind of standard, audio-frequency electron-
ics we are discussing here, minute to hour long
transients which are not induced by some corre-
sponding thermal transients, are quite unexpected.
Of the 121 glitches with Δ ≤ 1 min and detectable
11 mm lever arm, none is found to have such a lever
arm, which gives p ≤ 0.024 with 95% confidence.

While this effective arm test is inconclusive for the
smallest and fastest glitches, for which our sensitivity to a
lever arm is reduced, most of our glitches are incompatible
with a single-electrode electrical origin.
In addition to this, even for the smaller, faster glitches,

the observed increase in rate upon cooling the spacecraft is
not easily reconciled with an electrical origin.
More complex voltage events, simultaneously affecting

more than one electrode—such as two adjacent electrodes
which combine to give force without torque—are even less
likely given the design of the electronics [33].
Testing for the different types of transient voltages that

could produce glitches at the levels and rates observed in
LPF would require dedicated detection circuitry and long
measurements. The voltage levels are however accessible,
and such testing in preparation for LISA is recommended.

Outgassing environment.—One candidate source of force is
the exchange of momentum between the test mass and the
gas molecules surrounding it. This exchange, in the form
of Brownian noise, dominated the noise budget at frequen-
cies above about 1 mHz [2].
Gas pressure around the test mass, that we deduced

from the Brownian noise, decayed over the course of the
mission, as the vacuum chambers were vented to space via
venting ducts. Pressure went from about 10 μPa at the
beginning of the mission, to about 1 μPa toward the end,
following a power law function of time, strongly indicative
of water outgassing [29].
The vacuum environment of the test mass is rather

unusual, as the vacuum chamber is densely packed with
components: test mass, electrode housing, test mass
launch-lock mechanism, various cable bundles, etc.
Thus, the outgassing surface to volume ratio is unusually
high for a vacuum system, and the distribution of outgas-
sing surfaces rather non symmetric around the test mass.
In such an environment, one possible source of glitches

may be an event of release of some metastably trapped gas
from pores. Similar events are often observed in vacuum
systems, due to so-called virtual leaks—cavities with a high
impedance connection to the outside—that may trap gas
and release it in bursts [34]. The phenomenon is also known
to be triggered by mechanical stress and friction.
We have observed events similar to glitches in the

pressure gauge time series during vacuum preparation of
the GRS on the ground (see Fig. 16). For that test the GRS
had been inserted in a wider vacuum chamber with its
venting valve open. The chamber was pumped down and its
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temperature was raised to and maintained at ≃115 °C for
about 24 h to get rid of most of the adsorbed water, a
standard procedure for vacuum systems known as bakeout.
The stretch containing the glitches in Fig. 16 was

observed during final cooldown, during which the system
was subject to a significant amount of thermo-mechanical
stress due to the relatively rapid contraction. A similar
behavior with many spikes was also observed during the
preparation of the other GRS, while no spikes were
detected during a test with the empty chamber. However,
we have no way of assigning with certainty the source
of these gas emission spikes to the GRS interior, and we
only show them here as an example of the phenomenon in
vacuum systems.
Molecular simulations show that a molecule released

from a surface nearby the test mass can transfer a net
momentum to it before leaving the system via the venting
duct. For instance, using the same simulation method and
simplified geometry described in [35,36], we calculate that
a water molecule with a Maxwell-distributed momentum,
entering the laser port in the center of the x-face of the
electrode housing (Figs. 1 and 15) and hitting the test mass,
would exchange with the test mass an average momentum
per unit mass along x of Δv ≃ −2.4 × 10−22 m=s, before
leaving the electrode housing through any of its holes. This
is about a factor 40 larger than the mean momentum of the
distribution hΔvi ≃ 5.7 × 10−24 m=s, an enhancement due
to multiple collisions between molecule and test mass,
caused by the constrained geometry [35].
Using the figure above for the impulse per molecule: the

glitch with largest test mass impulse Δv ≃ 1 nm=s would
correspond to roughly 4 × 1012 water molecules (0.13 ng)

hitting the test mass; the sum of all glitches in ordinary runs
and during the entire mission, assuming the observed
constant rate, would amount to ≃1.5 ng; those observed
during cold runs would amount to ≃0.15 ng. These figures
constitute a comparatively small amount of molecules,
when compared with the total outgassing rate from each
GRS, of the order of 100 μg=d at the beginning of the
mission and 10 μg=d at the end.
We have also performed some molecular dynamics

simulations with MOLFLOW [37], on a more realistic model
of the GRS. This model includes the real geometry of the
electrode housing, the tungsten balance mass, the cables,
and many other details. The tool cannot calculate the total
momentum transferred to the test mass, however it calcu-
lates the differential pressure between its opposite x-faces.
This is a reasonable proxy for the momentum transferred
per unit time, though certainly underestimated, as it
neglects the momentum along x transferred to the y and
z faces.
We have simulated, as an example, an instantaneous

emission of molecules from a point on the side of the
tungsten mass that faces the aperture in the center of the
x-face of the electrode housing, identical and opposite to
the mentioned laser port (see Fig. 15). This emission indeed
creates a glitch in the differential pressure with shape
similar to the observed ones. In particular the profile never
crosses the lineΔg ¼ 0. The timescale and the details of the
profile however depend on the assumed sojourn time of the
molecules on the various surfaces, and on other assump-
tions in the model.
What is independent of these details is the total trans-

ferred momentum Δv, that we calculate by integrating the
force time profile. With mm the total mass of the emitted
molecules, we find Δv=mm ∼ 0.5 nm s−1 ng−1. Note that
the simulation shows that only 20% of the molecules
emitted from the balance mass indeed enters the electrode
housing, while the others follow different paths. Thus,
given also the intrinsic momentum underestimate of
MOLFLOW, this result is not inconsistent with that of the
simplified simulation above.
The tungsten balance masses are a natural candidate for

such gas-burst events. First, a microscope analysis has
shown that its sintered material is porous, with micrometer
size pores [38]. Second, the sign of the transferred impulse
for this source would be positive, as for the great majority
of the observed glitches.
Many other components may also trap gas, beginning

with the various bundles of cables that connect the electro-
des, and the various motors of the launch lock, to their
respective electronics. Some of these sources have the
proper position to create also negative impulse glitches that
indeed we are able to reproduce with MOLFLOW.
Note also that simulations show that the lever arm of a

gas inflow from the main inlets to the electrode housing,
like that coming from the balance mass, is negligible.

FIG. 16. Blue line and left scale: pressure in one of the two
GRS during cooldown, after about 24 h pumping at about 115 °C
for vacuum preparation (bakeout) on ground. Red line and right
scale: temperature in the test facility. Vacuum preparations were
performed by inserting the GRS, with its venting valve open,
inside a wider vacuum chamber. The pressure and temperature
shown in the figure are those of this wider chamber. The time
origin is set at the end of the bakeout phase. (Data courtesy OHB
Italia)
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Thus, for the few observed glitches with nonzero lever arm,
one should assume that the gas has been emitted by some
source localized inside the electrode housing.
However, no other source creates the same sort of cavity

around one of the electrode housing apertures as that
created by the special shape of the tungsten balance mass.
This is reflected in the fact that, for all other sources,
the ratio between the number of molecules hitting the test
mass and that of those following different paths is always
significantly smaller than that for the tungsten bal-
ance mass.
One more argument that may support the gas-release

interpretation of glitches is the sensitivity of gas emission to
thermo-mechanical stress, as is well illustrated by Fig. 16.
As said, thermo-mechanical stress accompanied the cold
runs and their highly increased glitch rate.
In particular, Fig. 6 shows that the occurrence rate

switched almost reversibly, from the λ ∼ 1 d−1 of ordinary
runs, to the many tens per day of the cold runs, when
crossing a comparatively narrow temperature range of a few
degrees. In addition the data are also suggestive of some
slow transient relaxation at the lowest temperatures. This
may indicate that the rate may be following some complex,
non linear stress pattern due to the significant differential
thermal contraction of the high numbers of equally com-
plex contact interfaces within the GRS.
Though the likelihood of this source looks the highest

among those discussed so far, a few aspects remain to be
clarified. An important one is the time profile of the glitches
and the associated wide distribution of Δ. Most of the
spikes in the data of Fig. 16 have an almost instantaneous
onset, followed by the decay pattern one would expect in a
standard vacuum system: large gas releases saturate the
adsorption speed of the chamber solid surfaces and are
quickly pumped down, while smaller ones follow a slower
decay in quasiequilibrium with surface adsorption. This is
the response one would expect for a fast, virtually instanta-
neous, release of gas from some pocket.
Our simulations show that the time profile of ΔgðtÞ, in

the case of an instantaneous emission of a group of
molecules from a specific source, also consists of a rise
followed by a decay. The rise time is due to the distribution
of diffusion times from the source to the electrode housing
inlet. The decay is due to the diffusion of molecules, in the
space between electrode housing and test mass, from the
inlet to the final exit aperture. The time constant of such
decay is substantially fixed and independent of the rise
time, even for molecules emitted from inside the electrode
housing.
The time scales of both these branches depend on the

assumed sojourn time of the molecules on the various
surfaces they encounter along their path. For instance the
decaying branch is well fitted by an exponential with a time
constant ∼45 times the mean sojourn time of the inside of
the electrode housing.

Sojourn times of molecules on metal surfaces depend
exponentially on their binding energy. Thus they may vary
by orders of magnitude, from 10−12 s to more than seconds,
depending on the nature and state of the surface, the nature
and amount of adsorbed species etc. It is not easy then to
find reliable estimates for a specific situation. As the range
of possible values is rather wide, by properly selecting the
sojourn times in the model, we have been able to reason-
ably match, in our simulations, the observed shapes of
Eq. (3) or (4).
However, once the sojourn time for the electrode housing

has been selected, the resulting duration for such particular
match is fixed. Indeed, the duration of the decay branch
depends only on that choice, and for ∼90% of the observed
glitches the template is that in Eq. (4), which only contains
one time constant, so that the duration of the decay branch
fixes the overall duration. The model of an instantaneous
release of gas from one source would then not reproduce
the observed large variability of glitch duration.
The consequence of this is that, if glitches are due to gas

release, for a large fraction of them their time profile must
be dictated by the intrinsic time evolution of the gas release,
while it can be limited by diffusion across the GRS only for
some of the shortest ones.
We note that standard Fickian diffusion in simple

geometries, like from the bottom of a very narrow pit or
from the center of a spherical piece of material, does
produce a time evolution of the gas outflow very close to
that of our observed glitches, and that the timescale for
diffusion may indeed be very long, depending on the gas
species and the material.
However, we were not able to find in the literature any

reference to events of slow gas release from pores or other
imperfections. Though there are many qualitative reference
to condensation of gas in such kind of defects, to the
possibility that it gets released during pump-down, and to
slow, diffusion limited gas motion in porous media, we
were not able to find a specific measurement on single
events showing such slow time evolution. The only hint we
have of the possibility of some non instantaneous gas
evolution is in very few of the peaks in Fig. 16, showing
indeed some minute-long rise times.
It must be noted though that the scale of the events in

Fig. 16 is orders of magnitude different in amplitude from
the kind of release that would explain our glitches. For
instance, the above mentioned MOLFLOW simulation shows
that the ≃2 ng of total water molecules emitted from the
balance mass, needed to generate the glitch with the largest
Δv, would generate a peak pressure of a few nPa at the
venting valve, with some reasonable assumption for the
sojourn times of molecules, well below the measurement
resolution of the figure.
Additionally, we were not able to find any sound

explanation for the near-quadratic dependence of the
impulse, and hence the number of molecules that have
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hit the test mass, on the duration of the event. Fickian
diffusion timescales with the square of the length of the
diffusion path, with no explicit dependence on the size of
the fluid volume that is diffusing.
As a final difficulty for this interpretation, the 3 glitches

in Table I that cross zero, and have non negligible impulse,
are hard to fit to this picture, as none of our molecular
simulations could reproduce a glitch for which Δg
crosses zero.
The two with smallest impulse may still be compatible

with some interferometer artifact, as we don’t have the
resolution in ΔxGRS to discriminate against such a case.
The smallest one might also be of electrical origin, as we

do not have the resolution to evaluate the proper value of
the lever arm.
The largest impulse one, however, is incompatible with

both those options, and would hence remain unexplained
by any of the mechanisms we have considered in this
section. The observation of a simultaneous event in the x1
interferometer, never observed for all other impulse carry-
ing glitches, may indeed indicate a different phenomenon,
for which we do not have any reasonable model so far. It is
worth reminding that leakage of the spacecraft acceleration
intoΔg has been corrected for, and, in this specific case, the
correction was anyway negligible.
The possibility that the glitches have their origin in

outgassing, exacerbated by mechanical stress, suggests
careful avoidance of thermo-mechanical stress, including
operation of the instrument near its integration temperature.
Additionally, while the possible outgassing origin requires
specific increased attention to the relevant procedures and
testing of LISA GRS hardware, it also suggests caution,
with additional testing and analysis, in considering any
possible design changes.
Even more desirable is a dedicated experimental cam-

paign to study if these gas release events exist for the kind
of surfaces and elements that compose the GRS interior.
Though the amount of gas released is of order of nano-
grams, its detection as a pressure transient in a properly
designed vacuum system, with a high sensitivity pressure
gauge or mass spectrometer, does not seem out of reach. In
addition a dedicated experiment is also possible with the
torsion pendulums used to test small forces on the test mass
of LPF and LISA [35]. Such experiments are currently
under study.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary:
(i) We have reasonable confidence that low-impulse

glitches are due to rare transients in the interferom-
eter readout and can be kept well under control in
ordinary operating conditions.

(ii) The fastest force glitches with less-than-a-minute
duration may have different explanations, including
electronics events, eddy current transients and

outgassing events. For all these possibilities, proper
ground testing is possible to both consolidate the
understanding and reducing the risk that their rate
impacts on LISA data quality.

(iii) For the long, minute-to-hour force glitches, the only
credible explanation that seems to match most of the
observational evidence is outgassing. The kind of
outgassing events that would explain the observation
are somewhat different from the outgassing spikes
observed in the vacuum system under transient
conditions (Fig. 16). Thus, to consolidate this hy-
pothesis, a dedicated study is needed, and will be
performed, also including appropriate experiments.

In conclusion, we are confident that the rate of glitches in
LISA will be kept to a manageable level, as supported by
the indicated tests and studies. The work presented here
demonstrates how glitches can be subtracted in the LPF
case, which is admittedly simpler than LISA. As with other
gravitational wave detectors, identification and mitigation
of the remaining glitches will be part of the analysis
pipelines that yield LISA’s astrophysical data products.
Compared with ground-based gravitational wave instru-
ments, in which both the astrophysical sources and glitches
have similar duration, many of LISA’s sources are present
in the detector band for much longer timescales than typical
glitches, which should aid in distinguishing the two types
of signals. Glitch identification and mitigation strategies
will still be required to fully realize the LISA science
objectives and will be incorporated into global fit algo-
rithms, as described for instance in [39]. Detailed studies
concerning the impact of glitches are ongoing within the
LISA Consortium: a dedicated LISA Data Challenge
containing LPF glitches [40] has been released to the
community, and initial efforts are already underway to
develop and validate glitch mitigation techniques, informed
by experience with LISA Pathfinder [16].
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATE OF PARAMETER
ERRORS

As the fitting procedure in Sec. III is non optimal and
non linear, we estimated the fitting parameter covariance
from the Cramér-Rao bound [41], assuming the noise is
Gaussian, and using the measured PSD of the residuals. For
glitches in ordinary runs, we have checked that an optimal
filter procedure, for which the Cramér-Rao bound becomes
an exact estimate, returns parameter values that are in
agreement, within the estimated uncertainty, with those
found with our non optimal method.
To this aim, once a glitch had been identified and fitted,

we have: expanded the fitting function around the best fit
parameter values, up to linear terms in the fitting param-
eters; applied the optimal linear filter method for multi-
component signals [42]; calculated the fitting amplitudes;
finally propagated these results back to that of the original
fitting parameters. The results of both procedures agree
within the uncertainty estimated from the Cramér-Rao
bound, except for a few outliers.
We were not able to apply the optimal procedure also to

the cold runs data, because of their above mentioned

complexity. Thus, for consistency, in the following we
use, for both ordinary and cold runs, the parameter values
resulting from the nonoptimal, time domain procedure.
Our error estimates represent certainly a lower bound. In

particular, given the length of the low pass filter we use for
glitch identification, the uncertainty on Δ for the shortest
glitches, Δ≲ 30 s, may be significantly underestimated.
However we stress that none of the results depends
critically on the accuracy of such an uncertainty estimate,
as parameter fluctuations within the glitch population are
significantly larger than their uncertainties.

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF GLITCH RATE

The rate of impulse-carrying glitches in both ordinary
runs and subsets of cold runs is computed with a Bayesian
analysis, as follows. According to the Lilliefors test, the
distribution of the waiting times ti is compatible with an
exponential distribution. We can then provide an estimate
of the rate λ. Under the assumption that each event is an
independent random extraction from an exponential dis-
tribution with rate λ, we apply Bayes’ theorem to the joint
probability of n events, with a uniform prior on λ, to get its
posterior distribution:

LðλÞ ¼ Snþ1

Γðnþ 1Þ λ
ne−Sλ; S ¼

X
i

ti; ðB1Þ

where Γ is the Gamma function. We estimate λ as the
probability-maximizing value, and the asymmetric error
bounds at 1σ confidence level as the quantiles of the
probability distribution containing 68% of it. The result is
compatible with the fit of the waiting time distributions,
in Fig. 4.

APPENDIX C: PROJECTION OF GLITCH
COUNT RATE

The projection of the glitch count rate from ordinary to
cold runs has been calculated as follows. From the observed
counts in ordinary runs, we made a Bayesian estimate of
the posterior distribution for the probabilities of the three
different glitch categories. In addition we assumed a
Poisson distribution for the number of glitches during cold
runs, with the posterior distribution for the rate derived
from the ordinary runs as explained in Sec. IV. We then
integrated the probabilities for the counts in the three
categories, as calculated from the proper multinomial
distribution, over all the posteriors above, to obtain the
total probability for those same counts.
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